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Another elephant in the room – Climate Change
 Currently a lack of domestic and international progress,
apparent loss of public and political interest and will
 … but even a dead elephant in the room is a problem
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What is ‘the shock of the new’
 The Shock of the New is a 1980 documentary
TV series written & presented by Robert Hughes
… It addressed the development of modern art
since the Impressionists (wikipedia)


 Also, a question of the potential impacts of disruptive
technology innovation on incumbents, markets, policy making
 Shared insights
– No facts about the future, only the past (and even these often disputed)
– Hence forward looking technology innovation exploration inherently an
‘art’ as well as a science
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Many forecasts to choose from
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The real executive summary of every
technology forecast is the same
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Promising but still emerging energy technologies
 Don’t always emerge
 Can emerge into a changed, no-longer appropriate context
 Can discover that the competition has left them behind
– “A future technology whose time has passed”










May be trying to enter a relatively low innovation context
May actually be re-emerging
May come from a surprising place, new players
May not even be thought of as an energy technology
May not actually add net societal value
Might not emerge from ‘standard’ market competition
May need government facilitation
May well need government protection from incumbents
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Fusion
 “50 years away for 50 years”
 Progress not always an issue of $
 ITER – expected completion 2020
$20b, targeting 500MW for 1000s
in 2027.. &if it does work, so what?
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NEM generation – old often cheap
 ‘Steam punk’ alive and well in the electricity industry – one of
the few industries where 50 yr old technology still competitive
(Noone, 2012)
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(LBL, 2013)

Wind surprising ….
growing penetrations,
major investments
and now proving to be a
wholesale market game
changer lowering prices

(LBL, 2013)

(Forrest and MacGill, 2013)
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Nothing so new or even
smart about smart grid
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Innovation through
competition: retail mkts?
 Little focus on energy services
– “… an important reason there is
effective competition in Victoria is ..
because the provision of energy is
viewed as a homogenous, low
engagement service“ (AEMC, 2008)

 Current measures of competition
might miss key issues

(Accenture, 2013)

– Yes, NEM high switching rates – but
real customer choice or just churn?
– Yes, NEM price spreads – but reflect
competition, stickiness, or govt policy?
– “The thing about the energy retail
market is it’s effectively an oligopoly..
There are a small number of large
players — three — who are effectively
providing a commodity.” Jim Myatt,

founder of Australian Power and Gas
on its
sale
to AGL (crikey.com.au, 2013)
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(APVA, 2013)

Retail markets:
real competition
 DG - PV, cogen/trigen
 Energy efficiency and
demand-side participation
 Others coming…
(APVA, 2013)
(Noone et al, 2013)
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(Productivity Commission, 2013)

(Productivity Commission, 2012)

A disruptive energy technology
- the heat pump
 Driving peaks (air-conditioning) and
hence network expenditure
 Reducing energy consumption
(200-400% efficient hot water systems)

(AEMO, 2013)
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Is innovation always socially useful
 Q: Is ‘reform’ always a good thing? A: Yes, by definition
 Certainly possible to have socially –value energy ‘innovation’
as seen with socially damaging financial ‘innovation’ in GFC
(Reinhart and Rogoff, 2008)
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Some changing future perspectives
AEMO 100% RE – least cost generation mix

(AEMO, 2013)
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Major climate targets and high cost gas –
what future for gas and CCS ??
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Key roles for
governments

(IIASA, 2001)

 Protection of
the public
interest
 Facilitation of
socially useful
technologies

 … and protection of these socially valuable technologies from
incumbents, perhaps even from some governments
– arrangements that are technology and participant neutral
– support dynamic efficiency – efficiency towards transformational change
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Some recent
developments
Power supply shake-up
Daniel Mercer, The West Australian, July 15, 2013

“The ESAA estimated the current total of PV
‘avoided’ costs at $340 million, or around $30
per household. To put this into context, this
sum is – according to the ESAA’s own data –
just one eleventh of the cross-subsidy paid by
households with no air conditioning. The
ESAA estimates these air con network costs at
$330 per household, and it is certainly not
“hidden”, because it has been one of the key
reasons why networks have been
“supersizing” their grids over the last few
years, at an aggregate cost of nearly $40
billion.” (RenewEconomy, 2013)

Hundreds of thousands of WA households could be hit with higher electricity prices under a proposed shake-up of bills aimed at recovering the massive cost to the system caused
by the popularity of rooftop solar panels.

Do we want our electricity

Hundreds of thousands of WA households could be hit with higher electricity prices under a proposed
market to continue current cross
shake-up of bills aimed at recovering the massive cost to the system caused by the popularity of rooftop
subsidies for air-conditioning but
solar panels.
WA's energy chiefs are understood to be pushing for a change in thetarget
structuresmaller
of bills to make
cross-subsidies
customers pay more in fixed charges.
for clean
andused.
green
At present, most of a householder's electricity bill stems from the amount
of electricity
FixedPV?
costs, such as the supply charge, make up about 15 per cent of the bill.
solarpredominantly
panels have
DoHowever,
we want
fixed
slashed consumption for those households, cutting revenue to State-owned power companies,
charge network tariffs that
including retailer Synergy and network operator Western Power.
The trend has been highlighted as one of the big issues facing the electricity
system
and but
Energy
recover
costs
don’t send
Minister Mike Nahan has been warned that if nothing is done the consequences could be catastrophic.
appropriate ‘investment’ price
Either households without solar panels would be left to pick up the tab, forcing their bills to unaffordable
signals to end users?
levels, or electricity providers would be financially crippled.
WA's take-up rate of photovoltaic cells - initially fuelled by generous State and Federal incentives stands
moreofthan
per cent of households and this figure is expected to double within years.
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Where next?
"The best way to predict your future is to create it!"
-- Abraham Lincoln
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Thank you… and questions
Many of our publications are available at:
www.ceem.unsw.edu.au
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